
      

      

    

    Case Study Victory Park, in the city of Omsk

Outcome:

Background: 

Victory Park, in the city of Omsk,
which is one of the biggest
monuments of Eastern Russia
and an awe-inspiring war
memorial, underwent a recent
restoration where a sympathetic
change in the lighting theme was
vital.

The restoration included an
entire technical lighting system
revamp in order to give the park
new lustre through fundamental
lighting, suitable for highlighting
the project in its entirety.

Having become an emblem of the city, the complex was opened on 7 May 1985 with Victory
Boulevard on the eve of the 40th anniversary of the Soviet Union’s victory in the Second
World War. The park is still  a place where fallen heroes are celebrated. 

There are imposing statues in various areas of the park which pay tribute to their daring
loss, without distinction of age and type, accompanied by sculptures including “Glory to
the Heroes”, which bring light to the incontrovertible symbol of the communist party: the
five-pointed star.

MICROLOUVRE
helps remove light pollution with it's ability to hide the light source



    

    

As the sun sets over Victory Park, a magical transformation takes place. The designer
lighting comes alive, il luminating the surrounding area with a warm and inviting glow. Its
unique design creates a mesmerizing display that captivates every visitor.

What truly sets Victory Park apart is the designer lighting that illuminates the park at night.
This stunning work of art is a testament to human creativity and innovation, and it's an
experience that you won't want to miss.

Proceeding down Victory Boulevard, the visual opens up to the “Glory to the Heroes”
monument, where Linea Light Group lighting plays a key role in highlighting the imposing
sculpture complex. The pondered selection of products with narrow, clear and efficient
optics was born out of a desire to create the right lighting to emphasise the entire
monument.

Therefore, Archiline_twin units were also chosen, professional projectors for outdoor use,
and four Prolamp units, projectors dedicated to industrial and urban lighting. The latter
was supplied in a custom version and enhanced with the addition of directional blades and
a beam shaper that allows the excess light to be contained.


